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Objective: Demonstrate the applicability of a newly developed 7-month obligate nasal breathing infant face model for the evaluation of valved holding chambers (VHCs) with facemask intended for this patient population.
Methods: A model infant face having a realistic tactile response to that of skin and underlying soft tissues together with an anatomically correct nasopharynx (ADAM-III) was validated by comparing the mass of salbutamol (label claim dose (LCD) = 100 μg/actuation) retained in the airway and the mass delivered to the exit of the model (equivalent to the carina) with published data by Tal et al. (J. Pediatr., 1996;128(4):479-84.) who reported 1.28 ± 0.77% LCD (≡1.28 ± 0.77 μg) upper airway deposition and 1.97 ± 1.4% total lung deposition (≡1.97 ± 1.4 μg) in infant patients treated with radiolabeled salbutamol delivered by pMDI and a similar sized VHC to the current product (anti-static AeroChamber Plus* Flow-Vu* Inspiratory Flow Indicator (IFI), Trudell Medical International (n=5 replicates)).  The effect of varying tidal volume ((Vt): 30 to 90-mL) and respiration rate ((RR): 15 to 35-breaths/min) with fixed (25%) duty cycle was evaluated by determining  the mass of salbutamol/actuation deposited on the face (FACE), retained in the model airway (AIRWAY) and delivered mass on filter media located at the distal end of the model (DM). 
Results:  DM (mean ± S.D.) was lowest with the smallest Vt (30-mL) and RR (0.3 ± 0.1 μg).  An increase in RR from 15 to 35 cycles/min at this Vt improved DM to 1.2 ± 0.4 μg.  The mass in the AIRWAY was negligible (≤0.2 μg) at either condition.   The mass on the FACE varied from 1.1 to 1.7 μg, but there was no correlation with RR.  At the highest Vt (90-mL), DM ranged from 9.4 ± 2.3 μg (RR = 15 cycles/min) to 6.7 ± 0.7 μg (RR = 35 cycles/min) with 1.0 ± 0.5 μg and 3.6 ± 0.4 μg respectively recovered from AIRWAY.  The mass on the FACE also increased, varying from 3.6 to 4.8 μg, again with no correlation to RR.  DM and AIRWAY were closest to the values of total lung deposition and upper airway deposition reported by Tal et al. with Vt at 30-mL, irrespective of RR.
Conclusions: The data reported for these model validation studies bracket the in vivo measurements reported by Tal’s group in the only study available for direct comparison.   The present measurements support findings of increased medication delivery to the lungs as Vt increases, with changes in RR having only a minor effect.  Deposition to the face and within the model airway also increases at higher values of Vt, likely due to increased inertial impaction of the larger particles exiting the VHC.     

